Ten days passed and Joe refused to reply to any of his girlfriend's e-mails. The author of Meow Meow Anim went back to keeping a regular schedule. dorito.us lost itself in more meaningless pictures of the sun setting beyond the Golden Gate Bridge. Ms. Harris stopped trying to butt in on Joe's alone time with Tetris.

For Joe, this was bliss.

It was exactly like his first week on the job, before he had hooked up with the West Coast girl through a Dungeons and Dragons forum, before Ms. Harris had started pestering him. He was alone and it was quiet. He was killing time, caring only for his health and his boredom, waiting only for the day when he would silently pass on to someplace better. He silently tapped away on his computer, arranging the blocks, clearing lines, and recovering from the intense stupidity-indueced exhaustion of ten days prior.

After breaking his high score of 876000543310, Joe hid his Tetris application and took a moment to flip through his inbox again.

There were the e-mails from his girlfriend, thirty-six in total. Some of them desperate pleas, some of them apologies, some of them chit-chat. Her brain seemed to be all over the place. Drawing from the contents of the e-mails, Joe could discern a few things:

1. His girlfriend was confining herself to her room
2. The "talking dog" was keeping her company
3. She honestly believed that the dog could talk
4. She seemed to think that she had summoned a demon
5. She was totally insane

He hummed slightly to himself as he perused the e-mails. There was no sense in replying to any of them. Her imagination <i>had</i> always been pretty wild, he remembered, thinking back to their time on the D&D forums. As for the demon thing, clearly she wasn't isolating herself from the internet. The news of the demon summoning in the East Bay had traveled fast after the post on MMA, the images on dorito.us—allegedly "photographs"—serving to convince the entire dimwitted population of internet users that there had been some kind of supernatural occurrence in Berkeley.

<i>Fools</i>, thought Joe, shaking his head to himself and returning to Tetris. <i>Such a video game-like demon couldn't possibly exist, and besides, those photos from dorito.us—I can <b>see the pixels!!</b></i>

Joe knew that with time, his girlfriend would calm down. She would eventually realize that her delusions were nothing more, and she would return to him rationally. He had faith that she would turn, and he had no part to play in that. It was outside of his jurisdiction, as it were.

Leaving his girl in the hands of Jesus, he set out to break 876100541330.
